
 
 
 

 

Men’s Apparel 

(Prices may vary) 

 

Shirt to be taken in        $65 

Shirt hem          $35 

Shirt regular sleeve length hem      $35 

Shirt original sleeve length hem      $45 

Shirt add two darts        $30 

Shirt button to be added                      $1.00 each 

T-shirt (jersey) to be taken in      $30  

T-shirt (jersey) length of body to be shortened   $25 

Sweater to be taken in        $65 

Sweater sleeve length hem       $65 

Sweater hole repair        $20 

Suit jacket/blazer to be taken in      $85  

Suit jacket/blazer sleeves w/buttons to be shortened  $70 

Suit jacket/blazer button to be added                   $5.00 each  

Suit jacket/blazer length of body to be shortened  $95  

Suit jacket/blazer relining      ($180 + cost of fabric)                 $180 + 

Suit jacket/blazer pocket repair      $25  

Suit jacket/blazer pocket to be completely replaced  $45  

Suit jacket/blazer collar roll       $45 



 

 

Suit jacket/blazer shoulder alterations    $180  

Suit jacket/blazer functioning buttonhole to be added $95  

Full Suit (jacket, pants & vest)   $250   to ---------------    $450  

Jacket zipper replacement 65 + cost of zipper                      $65 + 

Coat sleeves to be shortened      $85  

Coat to be taken in        $130  

Coat length hem          $130  

Coat relining          $190 + cost of fabric                              $190 

(Leather jacket alterations are similar in cost as coats.) 

Dress pants/jeans/shorts waist to be taken in   $45  

Dress pants waist let out       $45 

Dress pants/jeans/shorts zipper to be replaced   $45   

Dress pants/jeans (slimming the width of legs also known as tapering) $85 

Dress pants hem         $15 

Dress pants hem w/ cuff       $25  

Dress pants/jeans/shorts seat and wear repair   $45  

Dress pant pockets to be repaired     $25 

Dress pants pocket to be completely replaced   $45  

Jeans waist let out         $55  

Jeans button to be replaced       $20  

Jeans regular hem         $15  

Jeans original hem        $25   

Jeans hole to be repaired       $20



 

 

Shorts hem          $20 

Belt hole to be added   ($5 each)                                   $5 

Patches to be sewn on          ($20 each)                          $20 

 

If you need to get measurements for a company that 

works with custom made orders, please let us know. 

We will be more than happy to provide this service by 

appointment. We kindly ask to please have the sizing 

chart from the company to be able to address the 

measurements that will be needed.  

 

To obtain a full assessment on any article of clothing 

including wedding gowns please call or send us an 

email to schedule a complimentary fitting free of 

charge. 

 

Please know that a 60 % rush fee is added towards 

each garment that requires an expedited completion 

date. 

 

 

 


